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The cover photog:::-aphs illustrate the effect of 
gate size on wave crest alignment in the lee of a 
breakwater opening. These examples for 60° incidence 
are typical for openings in straight or symmetrically 
inclined breakwaters; the crest alignments become cir-
culRr arcs centered at the opening at distances greater 
than a minimum of about three gap widths. The know-
ledge of crest alignment is necessary for the solu-
tion of problems involving comoined diffraction and 
refraction. 
PROGRESS REPORT ON THE GENERAL HARBOR STUDY 
FOR THE PERIOD FRO:M AUGUST TO CCTOBER 1950 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This report sum:mari:':es t~1.e results of the first pha~e of the Labo-
ra.to;.·y' s curront comp-rehen35:ve study of harbor design. Thj s phase com-
prises the study of the t:cansmission of WF>.vo energy through_, and. the 
distribution of wavs Emere;y behind, breakwater openings . The r e sults 
obtained to date re:l.e.te the effe~t of thr'9e major varie.h:!.es; width of 
breakwater opening , direction of WR.va a ppr oa ch, and breakvl"ator El.lign-
ment_, on the two quantities mcm.i~io-:-ted F.>.bove . The rosuJ:'; s of this st,ldy 
are subject to certain limi tat:ic!:'.s, no7.a.bJy th'=l sm.a ll num1:n-r o~ ca ses 
stu:lied, the idealizat~.on of harbor and br e~O'Te.+. ':':r ccnf'igu-.:-ation, and 
exp~rimentnl error. HoYraver_, the resuJ.ts a.:;:oe. consider.ed to be far more 
qui):"ltitative tmn qualitative 3lld to be of definite usef'..llne::;s end value 
in l':arbor 1~\'{ ot:.t and design. 
The course of the experimental investigati~n h9.s been greatly in-
f.luenco1 by the theoreti~al work of Morse and Ruben.:; t f:dn on the diffrac-
tion of w~.ves incider..t on rib':>or.s or s J.i ts of dimensions comparable to 
the wave length. Thl.lS_, tha repre!'.lentation of the energy distribut.ion 
in the l~e of a brecln7ater by means of a polar plot of a dimensionl3ss 
wave energy "intensity :factor" is due to these investigators. The :fact 
that reasonable agreement of experimental and theoretical results was 
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obtained in the cases for which the theory can be applied is an excellent 
verification of the validity of the experimental results for the many 
other cases herein presented and which may be investigated in the future 
- cases for which the theoretical approach, by reasons of breakwater 
geometry, cannot be applied. A complete discussion of the theoretical 
approach of MOrse and Rubenstein> as well as other pertinent theoretical 
considerations, is contained in the Progress Report of this Laboratory 
dated June 1950. 
The number of cases studied was necessarily limited by time consi-
derations. Accordingly, most effort was concentrated on a thorough st~ 
of the basic configuration of a vertical face, straight breakwater, since 
this is the case most susceptible to theoretical analysis. The range ot 
variables studied for this break\V'ater·. oonfig'Ul"ation included three widths 
ot opening (~, 1, and 2 wave lengths ) and six directions of wave approach 
(90°, 00°, 45°, 30°, 15°, aDd 0°). Obher conditions studied included 
straight breakwaters of trapezoidal cross sectionwith 1~: 1 side slopes 
(1 and 2 wave length openings; 90°, 00°, 30° wave approach), vertical 
face breakwaters With synunetrica1ly inclined arms enclosing 120°, g:J0 , 
(:{)0 , and 30° sectors (1 and 2 wave length openings, wave approach along 
the center line of symmetry), and vertical face breakwaters with arms 
at right angles, with varying degree of overlap (1 and 2 wave length 
0 0 ) openings, wave approach at 90 to one arm, 0 to other • All condi-
tions studied are shown diagramatically in Fig. 1. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL MEI'HCD 
A. Equipment. 
The test basin used for the experimentation is described in the 
progress report for June - December 1949, however~ it may be well to 
r epeat its dimensions. The basin is L-shaped with an overall east-
was"'; longt h of 61 feet. A 20-foot pneume.tic wave machine is stationed 
at the west where the water depth is 12 inches. The channel is 20 feet 
wide for 37 feet and has a bottom slope of 2.4 per cent. The remaining 
length of 24 feet has a level bottom, with 3-inch water depth, and is 
32 feet 4 inches wide. This increased width was provided to permit the 
installation of absorbing beaches. These beaches are needed to prevent 
waves, which are reflected from breakvraters inclined to the direction 
of wave propagation, from re-entering the area being studied. Beaches 
were used also around the periphery of the harbor for the same purpose. 
The beaches were of pea gravel vnth a slope of from 8 to 16 per cent 
extending appro;cimately one inch above the water surface. Fig. 2 is 
a photograph of the basin. 
The br eakvraters were built of 3/811 thick by 5 inch high Plexiglas 
sections, 2 and 4 feet long, The Plexiglas was bolted to angles with a 
3i-inch wide horizontal leg to provide stability and prevent sliding, 
and a l-inch vertical leg to decrease loss of transparency. The trans-
parent ··construction of the breakwater sections was adopted for photo-
~raphic purposes. The Plexiglas sections were attached to the angles 
in such a manner that the Plexiglas joints overlapped the angle joints, 
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FIG. 2 - TEST BASIN AND CAMERA TOWER 
resulting in a fairly rigid member. Lines were laid out with a tranait 
on the basin fJ.oo'l:' so ·~r.:.at the breakwater covld be placed lat er, making 
angles of 90, 60, h5, :70., 15, sonl 0 deg:rees with the direction of wave 
propagation. The breakwaters extended into the wider area of the basin 
in all cases, vdth the waves reaching the breakwater opening after 
travelling 7 to 9 feet through shallow water first. In the case of the 
~s.JJ.er al:i.gn..'llent angles the breakwaters were not extended to the 
southern basin wall but were terminated at a wave splitter installed 
parallel to the wall . This splitter was built of 20-gage Terne plate, 
with a beach provided between the splitter and the basin wall. 
Wave heights were measured ·with electrical conductivity elements 
and the associated record.ing oscillograph. This equipment is fully 
described in "Model Studies of Apra Harbor" by this Laboratory. The 
mer..suring elements were sus:;;:ended from e. framework, called the array, 
whio~ in turn was support9d by four 3/8-inch diameter legs resting on 
thfJ ha.sin floor. The e:::-ray is essentia:!.ly a coordinate system in which 
eo n· ..unbar of ela:nents can be mounted to describe any desired curve. 
B. S~udy of Transmitted Wave Energy. 
In order to determine the distribution of wave energy in the lee 
of the breakwe.tar, it was desirable to measure the tran smitted wave 
ena:('e;y e.t large distances - say 10 wave lengths - from the breakwater 
op~r.ing, to insure tl~t the radius of curvature of the wave crests be 
sufficiently large that the waves behave essentially as plane waves. 
Since the physical dimensions of the basin were fixed, this considera-
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tion imposed an upper limit on optimum wave length to be used. Subse-
quent investigation, h~vever, established a lower limit on wave length 
in excess of this uppAr lindt, this limi tA.tion b3ing s3t be the occur-
rence of abnormal friction lpsses for waves shorter than this limiting 
value. The value of wave period selected - 0.55 sec. - resulted in a 
wave length of 1.3 feet in the 3-inch harbor water depth, hence the 
~ximum possible measuring radius of 7.5 fset as dictated by the size 
of tne bnsin was equal to 5.76 wave lengt~s. 
This condition proved satisfactory, however, theoretical analysis 
showing the waves at this distance to approximate the behavior of plane 
waves with very little error. Experimental measurements were made to 
verify this analysis, cons:•.sting of. wave height measurements along 
radial lines outward from the center ·of the breakwater opening. For 
plane wave ':bbhavior the wave height should var,y inversel~ as the 
square root of the distance from the opening, and the curves of Fig. 3 
show this rele.tio~~!3hip to occur for distances greater than 3 or 4 wave 
l•mgths. It will be observed that curves 11 A11 of the lower half of 
Fig. 3 dip below the theoretical values for large distances; this is 
belteved due to experimental difficulties, however, and is not con-
strued e.s indicating e. departure from theory. Thus, reference to Fig.lO 
shows that alignment "A" is in e. region where the intensity factor, I, 
ch3.nge~ very rapidly with angle, hence the inheren'b lack of complete 
stability of wave patterns is ~ree.tly magnified in this region, and 
experimental measurements may be expected to exhibit rather wide scatter. 
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0 Since the complete 180 o~ arc along the measuring semi-cirele could 
not be covered at one time with the desired closeness o~ measuring element 
spacing due to the limited number o~ recording channels available, each 
run required shi~ting the array successively into four quadrants Yri th 
the result that measurements were made approximately every 4 degrees of: 
arc. The highest numbered element in a quadrant occupied the position 
of the lowest numbered element in the preceeding quadrant, this 11 tie 
point" insuring continuity of the four parts of each run. For each 
breakwater and array position, a total o~ three runs were made be~ore 
the array was moved into the next quadrant and the results averaged in 
the ~inal computations. During the entire series of runs with the six 
dif:ferent breakwater alignments, each with openings of i, 1, and 2 wave 
lengths, the blower equipment (regulating wave height) and the oscilla-
ting valve equipment (regulating period) were lef:t undisturbed so that, 
together with the care~ul adjustment o~ the water surface to 0.001 ~eet, 
ths imposed wave conditions were as uniform as possible. This did not, 
h~ever, preclude differences in the height o~ the imposed waves op up 
to 15 per cent. 
c. Incident lifave Energy. 
Four wave measuring elements ·were installed at a position approxi-
mately 9 feet from the wave machine, in an average vtater depth of 0.77 
~eet, to measure the incident wave height. These elements were arranged 
in a line parallel to the direction of wave travel, and spaced one-
quarter wave length apart'. With this arrangement, the presence of a 
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standing wave in the basin (due to reflections) is indicated by differ-
ences in readings of the four elements. By inspecting the oscillograph 
records of incident and transmitted wave motions, the time e.t which 
secondar,y reflections become noticeable could be determined and the 
transmitted wave heights measured prior to this time. Thus the data 
is essentially the s~e as if collected in a basin of infinite exter-t 
in which secondary reflections (those oth~r than from the brea~ater) 
do not occur. 
The evaluation of breakwater performance is in terms of the trans-
mitted wave hsight and the wave height incident at the breakwater. The 
latter quantity is related to, but not equal to, the desp-wate~ wave 
height measured in the experiments. Calculations indicated that the 
wave height in the 3-inch water depth should be se% of the deep-water 
height, due to the effeot of shoaling. However, experiments showed 
tr~s factor to be 75% for the conditions studied; the additional height 
decrease apparently being a manifestation of fluid friction damping not 
allowed for in the theoretical calcul.a tion. The experimental procedure 
adopted for determining the change in wave hei.ght betvrsen the deep and 
shallow rAgions of the basin consisted of causing complete reflection 
of the incident waves by a vertical barrier in the shallmv water region 
and moasuring the height of the resulting standing wave, which must 
equa.l 'bvice the height of the incident wave. 
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D. Evaluation of Data. 
The submergence e,_emo.nts, top.;ether with their respective circuits, 
were adjusted for sencitivity and calibrated before each day's work and 
re-oalibrated at the conclusion of each day's run. In most oases slightly 
different sensitivity factors were computed for each element circuit and 
the data from each circuit were therefore adjusted innividually. 
The oscillograph records on photo-sensitive paper. The 16 traces, 
por~raying the variation of the water surface of the given points with 
respect to time were read by means of a parallel rule, calibrated to 
0.02 inch, so that readings to 0.01 inch could be obtained. The cali-
bration ratio was approximately 6:1, i.e. a variation in the water 
surface of 0.05 inches, for instance, would result in a difference 1n 
reading of o.;o inches on the record. Since the reading error is as-
sumed to be independent of wave height and not to exceed 0.01 inches 
it can be seen that the determimtions of the variations in the water 
surface are fairly accurate. 
The data were processed to shaw the energy distribution in the 
harbor by means of polar plots, as developed by Morse and Rubenstein, 
with radius proportional to an "Intensity Factor11 , I, wnich is equal 
to the ratio of the wave height squared at the given point inside the 
harbor to the wave height squared incident at the breakwater opening, 
multiplied by the distance in wave lengths from the center of the 
opening to the measuring point. In ter.ms of the measured quantities, 
where the wave height incident at the breakwater, H0 , is taken as 75% 
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of the measured deep-water height .• Eo'; 
I= 
( 7 ~=: H' ;2 • ./ 0' 
R 
X 
Physica.lly_, I me.y be thought of as the ratio of transmitted to im-
pose-:. c:-J.erg:y :i.n:'censity at unit dis·ca...'loe inside the breakwater_, although 
e.0tvJ.lly tile ;re>.lues of I found by theory and/or experiment do not hold 
e.t such short dist9llces from the opening. The significance of I is that 
for all distan~e8 g!'ee.ter than som'3 minimum_, which appears to be of the 
order of 4 or 5 wave lengths for the range of breakwater opening widths 
herein considered, the value of I in any given direction, IQ, is con-
E·2 
stant, and the energy ratio, ..:.:>,2> at any distance Rx from the opening 
Ho 
is obtained by dividing the Intensity Factor by the distance: 
= ro_ 
Rxh,. 
The wave height at this point, in terms of the we.ve height incident at 
the breabvater, is therefo~e: 
~ = j_!Q_ 
X Rxf.>-. 
Attention is called to the fact that in the work of this 7~boratory, 
as in this report, the unit of distance is taken fi.S the wave J.ength. 
Mo~~- and Rubenstein, on the other hand, use the breakwater opening, d, 
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as the unit of distance. Thus, values of I contained in .Morse e.nd Ruben-
stein's publications must be multiplied by the factor d A to be compe.ra.ble 
to the laboratory's experimental work. This corr..rersion has been performed 
on all theoretical values presented in this report. 
The values of total transmitted energy e.re obtained by numerically 
integrating the product of transmitted height squared times e.rc distance 
a~. ')~6 th·1 :...a3asuring circle. The transmission factor T may thus be ex-
pr .~~ ~cd as: 
... lO ... 
III. DISCUSSION CF RESULTS 
A. lUnergy Transmission. 
The effect of the parameters of breakwater alignment, direction of 
wave approach and width of opening on total energy transmission are 
shown in Figs. 4,6,7 and 8. Follmvlng the notation of Morse and Ruben-
stein, these data are plotted in terms of a ";ransmission :.:actor, T, 
which is the ratio of the total energy admitted to the amount of energy 
which would pass through the opening at normal (perpendicular) incidence 
in the absence of any diffraction effects. Thus, in the absence of any 
diffraction effects, T would be independent of size of opening and 
equal to the sine of the angle between the breabvater and the direction 
of wave travel. In this regard, it may be noticed that as the width of 
opening is increased, with resulting decrease in the contribution of 
diffraction to the overall energy transfer, both theoretical and ex-
perimental curves become asymptotic to the a(.~~ value. 
In general the experimental values for vertical-face, straight break-
waters exhibit the same shape of curve as the theoretical, but are in all 
cases of lower values. The extent of the deviation betwesn theory and 
experiment is indicated in Fig. 5, where t he average of the ratio of 
measured to computed tran~i3sion at each of the three mea3uring points 
(!, l, and 2 w·ave lengths) are plotted as ~ function of wave approach 
angle. It is seen the.t with the exception of the 30° C3.se, which must 
be considered 11 sour", the average deviation is remarkably constant, with 
a ratio of 0.80, for approach angles up to 15°, and that the 0° case is 
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definitely below this trend. Since the deviation in ener~ i8 2o%, the 
deviation in wave height, which is the quantity actually measured, is 
approximately 10%. This deviation is considered to be sui'i'iciently 
small that the conclusio~ of good agreement betvteen theory and experi-
ment for approach angles as low as 15° is fully warranted. It may be 
also concluded that the theoretical values for the 0° case are not 
substantiated by experimonts. As far as practical application of these 
results are concerned it makes no difference if the 10% difference in 
wave height is due to systematic error in measurements or to an inaccu-
racy of the theory~ since the deviation is small compared to the many 
other uncertainties of prototype design. In any case, it appears that 
the theoretical values may be used !'or design purposes, and will be con-
servative compared to the experimental data. 
There is no theoretical basts with which to compare the transmission 
data for the other conditions studied, but in view of' the good agreement 
found !'or the vertical-face, straight breakwater, it is reasonable to 
assume that the experimental data is reliable. 
The transmission coefficients found !'or the trapezoidal breakwaters 
are significantly smaller than those for the vertical-face breakwaters. 
There are a number of factors which could a.ccount for this difference, 
and it is not possible at this time to ascribe the effect to any one. 
Some of the possible factors are: (l) effectiveness of the sloping break-
water sides in drunping the transmitted waves as they travel the length of 
the hre~~:ater, (2) special diffractive effects due to the conical break-
water terminii, (3) reflective effects !'rom the termini, (4) damping of 
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incident waves at small incident angles. Since same of these effects 
are functions of the particular breakwater proportions tested, the data 
should not be construed as general results applicable to any mound break-
water, but should be viewed as evidence of possible differences which may 
exist between the idealized vertical face bre~vater and practical types 
of structures. Again, it is seen that the use of the theoretical results 
for design purposes will be conservative, in the present case leading to 
an over est:ilna.te of , . ,ave height of some 30%. 
The transnission data for the symmetrically inclined breakwaters 
correlate, with a few exceptions, with the values for the straight break-
water with 90° wave approach. This result nay be expected, since the 
straight breakwater does not exhibit strong diffraction effects for the 
range of openings studied, and all the breakwatereof this series have 
the same projected width of opening in the direction of wave approach. 
The transmission data for the right-angle breakwater alignments 
are especially interesting, since they demonstrate the very great dif-
ference in transmission which can result from a small alignment change 
in some cases. It is further noteworthy that the results are quite 
similar to the comparable straight breakvfater conditions. Thus, case 
"A" may be compared to the 45°, and case "B" to the 0° straight break-
waters, the terminal points of the two arms of the breakwaters defining 
the same opening direction with respect to wave approach in each case. 
This observation suggests that the total energy transmission is primarily 
a function of gate orientation and width and less so of breakwater orien-
tation. 
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B. Ene~gy Distribution. 
The energy distribution diagrams o£ Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 are 
the most significant restuts of this work, since they permit the solu-
tion o£ the design problem of determining wave heights at particular 
points in a harbor for given breakwater and imposed wave conditions. 
These results are additionally important because they con£irm certain 
features of earlier results based on the Pe!h1ey and Price solution for 
the breakwater gap problem, and because they extend the knowledge of 
diffraction behavior to include cases of oblique wave approach, a problem 
which has not been treated previously in a satis£actory manner. 
Data points are not shdWn on the experimental curves because of the 
mnall scale necessarily used, however, the curves were drawn through the 
plotted points with only minor smoothing. Thus, the asymmetry in the 90° 
cases is due to experimer.tal error, and the irregularities or lobes in 
the curves are closely indicated by experim.3ntal data and are not the re-
sult of too much imagination. A detailed discussion of each figure 
follows: 
1. Vertical £ace straight breakwaters. 
Figures 9 and 10 present theoretical and experimental values of 
2 
I, (~~x R), £or several gap widths and directions of wave approach. 
H.; .-\ 
The theoretical data of Fig. 9 have been adapted from data £urnished 
by Prof.Morse, and it is unfortunate that they are £or the most part 
for gap vddths on the mnall side of the most interesting and practi-
cal range. It is hoped that current plans £or additional theoreti-
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cal computations will be carried out, and so make available theore~-
ical data £or large gap vddths. 
1n general, the exper~ental data oon£irms the theoretically 
predicted characteristics o£ lower maximum but more uni£ormly dis-
tributed intensity as the gap width and/or wave approach angle are 
decreased. An interesting check on the quantitative validity o£ 
the data may be made be re£erence to the Penney and Price solution 
£or the gap problem. One outstanding result o£ this analysis is 
that the decrease in lllaX~um wave height behind the gap is given 
approximately by; 
where: b = gap width 
y = distance behind gap 
A. = wave length 
It should be noted that £or given values o£ b this expression 
is only valid £or values o£ y greater than some minimum. Thus , £or 
a gap vridth o£ 2 wave lengths, the error is small £or values o£ y 
greater than b; £or a gap width o£ 5 wave lengths, the expression 
can be used only £or values o£ y greater than 3b. 
In terms o£ intensity £actor, this expression amounts to: 
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or, the maximum intensity factor is equal to the square of the 
opening width in w~v~ lengths. 
Although this rela~io~ was derived by Penney and Price for gap 
widths larger than tvro wave lengths, it is found to fit the theoret-
ical data of Fig. 9 very well. Thus, for the 90° cases of Fig. 9 
the agreement is very good dawn to the smallest opening and) for 
the 6o0 cases, using the projected vddth of opening in the direc-
tion of wave approach, the agreement is good dawn to the opening 
2 
width of rrwave lengths. Extrapolation of the values of !max for 
the 30° cases indicates that agreement will be good for openings 
larger than about 2 wave lengths. The experimental values of I 1 max 
while exhibiting s~ scatter, appear to follow the same relation-
ship. In general, the experimental values are approximately 80% 
of the theoretical, which is similar to the results of the trans-
mission study. As was pointed out earlier, this indicates a 10% 
error in determining wave heights. 
The most noticeable deviation between theory and experiment 
is the much greater degree of irregularity of the experimental 
curves. Tnllle the question of experimental error cannot be i g-
nored, it is felt that the numerous lobes of the experimental 
data are valid quantities and not fictitious. This opinion is 
heightened by the observation that the plots for various openings 
for a given direction of wave approach are geometrically similar, 
and experimental error could hardly result in such a coincidence. 
At any rate, the details of curve shape have little practical 
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significance, since the di£ference from crest to trough of a typical 
lobe is of the order of 20%, indicating a 10% variation in wave height 
in the vicinity of the lobe. 
2. Vertical face converging breakwaters. 
The data of Fig. 11, for vertical face symmetrically converging 
breakl'laters are interesting for a number of reasons. First, they 
corroborate the obRervation of Blue and Johnson that inclining the 
arms of a brea.'kvrater has virtually no efi'ect on the wave height 
distribution for included angles less than 90°. Second, the values 
of' I for 120° and 90° included angles are in good agreement with 
max 
the theoretical values mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. Ref~ 
erence to Fig. 7 indicates that the measurements for the 6o0 case 
are approrlme.tely 35% too low, very probably due to an error in 
incident wave height measurement. If' this possibility is taken 
into account the value of I and the general distribution of I 
max 
!'or the 6o0 case also compare i'avorably to the 180°, or straight 
breakwater. Third an4 most important, the data shaw the effect of 
partially frustrating the difi'raction process by preventing free 
expansion of the wave crests. Thus, the results i'or the case of 
0 30 enclosed angle show a marked difference from the other condi-
tiona studied, the principal characteristic being the increase in 
wave intensity along the breakwater arms. It should be noted that 
!'or this case the intensity ~actor concept ia not valid, and the 
data cannot be used to compute wave heights at other than the orig-
inal measuring distance of 5. 76 wave lengths ~om the opening. In 
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FIG . II- POLAR PLOT OF ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 
Vertical Face Symmetrical Converging Breakwaters 
30° 
the limiting case of parallel breakwater arms, there would be no 
diffraction at all, the wave heights remaining constant for the 
entire length of the channel; in the 30° case illustrated, the 
heights must decrease at some rate intermediate between the "zero 
rate" for a channel and the inverse square root of distance rela-
tion for complete diffraction. The data clearly indicates the 
b 6oo o 1 1 transition in behavior etween and 30 enc osed ang es, and 
so points out an important factor to be considered in the design 
of converging breakwaters or so -called 11wave traps". It is planned 
to investigate this matter more completely in the future, using a 
wider range of convergence angles and gap widths. 
3. Trapezoidal straight breakwaters. 
The results of Fig. 12 differ from those of Fig. 10 in two ways; 
size and shapQ of the curves. The difference in magnitude of the 
intensity factors are to be expected in view of the previously 
noted difference in transmission, and may be ascribed to the swme 
reasons as previously noted. The increase in number and size of 
lobes characteristic of these diagrruns is believed to be due to 
the geometry of the breakwater termini. If this is true, the re-
sults are not representative of trapezoidal breakwaters in general, 
but only of tho particular proportions investigated. This problem 
is scheduled for further investigation. 
4. Vertical face, right angle breakwaters. 
The data of Fig. 13 are included as a purely experimental evalu-
ation of types of energy distribution which :rney occur for typical 
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Vertical Face Right Angle Breakwaters 
asymmetrical breakwater alignments. The origin of the polar plots 
for these cases is not the center of the breabvater opening as in 
the other figures, but is the terminus of the breakwater arm ori-
anted perpendicular' to the direction of wave travel. This conven-
tion results in some skewness of the diagrams for "negative" overlap. 
The "negative" overlap cases may be regarded as half-models of 
the 90° straight brerucwater with gap widths of ~~ and ~A, respec-
tively. The corresponding theoretical values of I , 8 and 2, are 
max 
checked fairly well by the experinent, especially for the smaller 
opening. 
The diagrams for the zero overlap condition are similar in 
shape and of roughly the same magnitude as those for the 0° straight 
breakwater. This observation is in agreement with the previously 
mentioned conclusion that the diffraction process is more sensitive 
to the angle of wave approach with respect to the alignment of the 
opening than to the alignment of the breakwater arms which define 
the opening. 
The diagrams for the positive overlap case not only show the 
remarkable increase in sheltering obtained with such alignments, 
but also indicate a shift in direction of the maximum disturbance. 
The latter effect is easily expl~~neu:the wave crests after diffrao-
tion around the terminus of the seaward arm of the breakwater ap-
proach the leeward leg at nearly 90°, and the resulting intensity 
distribution is as would be expected after diffraction around the 
leeward terminus. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 
A. Application of the Results. 
The results obt~ned to date ~~d presented in this report are in 
many cases of immediate usefulness for harbor design. Thus, the wave 
energy transmission data permit a rational evaluation of possible choices 
of gate size and orientation and of breabqater alignment for a specific 
development. The wave intensity distribution data enable the designer 
to predict the rela~ive wave disturbance level in various parts of the 
harbor and so specify optimum locations for mooring and docking areas 
and of spending beaches. 
Although data is only presented for a restricted range of opening 
widths, it should be possible to obtain useful approximations for larger 
openings by extrapolation of the existing curves and use of the relation-
ship for maximum intensity, I = ( ~ )2 , where b is taken as the pro-
max " 
jected width of opening in the direction of wave approach. In this re-
gard, it may be mentioned that such an approximate construction for the 
0 
case of b = 2.5A, 90 approach, was found to agree very closely with a 
solution v.rorked out for this case by Penney and ~ice. 
Several factors must be borne in mind when using the data and 
methods contained herein: 
1. The values of I are valid only for distances from the opening 
larger than about 3 gap widths. 
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2. The values of incident wave height and direction must be the 
values in the immediate vicinity oi' the opening. Where incident 
wave data is available only in the form of deep-water values, re-
fraction diagrams must be used to project the waves from deep 
water to tre harbor entrance. 
3. Diffraction is not the only factor in determining the energy 
distribution in a harbor. This question is considered in more 
detail below: 
B. Limitations of the Results. 
The principle limitation in the usefulness of diffraction data for 
harbor design is in the evaluation of the relative importance of dif-
fraction, refraction, and reflection on the overall distribution of 
wave disturbance in a harbor. For a given harbor, this evaluation re-
quires a lmowledge of the wave crest alignments with respect to the 
bottom contours B.j.1.d the reflecting bo1.urlaries . .Although the Morse and 
hu~enst~in solution is not adapted, as the Penr~y and Price solution is, 
to the determination of wave crest alignment in the entire region behind 
the opening, both theory and experiment sh~r that the wave crest align-
ments are very nearly circular arcs at distances from the opening large 
enough for accurate application of the intensity factor data. Thus, the 
combination of diffraction and reflection can be considered in a satis-
factory manner, the diffraction data specifying primary disturbance 
distribution and geometrical application of the simple laws of reflec-
tion serving to delineate secondary reflected disturbances. Since the 
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nearest reflecting shoreline will usually be at a relatively large dis-
tance from the opening, this method should yield sufficiently accurate 
results. 
The evaluation of refraction effects due to changing water depth 
is more complicated, and in cases where considerable depth change is 
encountered a great deal of inaccuracy may be expected. A method of 
handli ng this problem has been suggested by Dunham, consisting of using 
diffraction methods t o establish a wave crest position behind the open-
ing, and the distribution of energy along this crest, and then project-
ing the wave crests to the shoreline by purely refraction methods. 
Dunham proposes this practice in connection vr.i t h the Penney and Price 
diffraction method wluch permits the determination of the wave crest 
alignment at relatively short d~stances behind the opening - at least 
for 90° incidence. This method can also be used with the Morse and 
Rubenstein solution for any angle of wave approach, but the first wave 
crest that can be accurately located will be several wave lengths -
6 to 10 - from the opening. If the water depth changes rapidly in this 
distance, a large error may be introduced in the computations. 
In summary, it appears ~~at for most harbor problems, which involve 
the protection of a gently and uniformly shelving foreshore, the diffrac-
tion results may be suitably modified \vith good accuracy to account for 
refraction end reflection effects. For unusual cases, where the break-
water opening is located over a submarine ridge or canyon, the refrac-
tion effects will be very strong and difficult to combine with the 
diffraction phenomena. In such cases, model studies may be required 
to obtain satisfactor.y disturbance distribution data. 
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